
Locally Adaptive Tone Mapping (LATM)

Pinnacle/Fairchild Imaging HWK1910A HDR Platform

Vern Klein, Director of Sales and Marketing at Fairchild 
Imaging Systems states; “Pinnacle’s advanced locally 
adaptive tone mapping completely preserves color 
information coming from our HWK1910A CMOS sensor. 
This is one of many important aspects of their IP we 
utilize to get the most out of our sensor output and to 
ensure our BPP are represented when viewing”.

Algorithms developed for Pinnacle’s LATM can also be 
used for headlight supression in forward looking ADAS 
applications. Pinnacle’s IP blocks and cores can also be 
utilized in numerous applications including:

 Intelligent surveillance
 Intelligent tra�c systems 
 Commercial UAV/drone 
 Automotive ADAS and autonomous driving 
 systems 
 Side mirror replacement
 Body-worn 
 Machine vision
 Endoscopy 
 Scienti�c camera systems

For more information please go to: 
www.ultrahdrvideo.com 
Tel: 650-631-5737
       650-740-1557
or contact ron@pinnacleimagingsystems.com

www.ultrahdrvideo.com

 

Pinnacle’s advanced locally adaptive tone mapping is 
di�erent from most tone mapping provided by sensor 
OEMs. Its theoretical upper limit is 276dB and it applies 
the maximum dynamic range to the tone map 
algorithms. This completely preserves all color data 
from the sensor. It also automatically optimizes the 
tone mapping parameters based on the shadow and 
high-light areas of each individual video frame to 
ensure a more natural look to the output video.

Pinnacle‘s advanced LATM performs a digital exposure 
correction of each pixel in the frame and the exposure 
correction is based on gamma compression. Typically, 
higher dynamic range video produces less local 
contrast. Pinnacle’s LATM modulates and compensates 
the local contrast and provides halo suppression with 
local contrast compensation algorithms.

Pinnacle’s LATM receives Bayer-mosaicked HDR RAW 
images (16 bpp) with a linear dependence of the pixel’s 
signal from incident light energy. Pinnacle’s roadmap 
includes extending the LATM range up to 24 bpp and 
further to 32 bpp in the near future.

LATM - Stand Alone or Ultra HDR Pipeline IP Block

Pinnacle’s LATM can function as a block within the Ultra
HDR™ pipeline blocks along with frame merge blocks 
and Pinnacle’s proprietary internal color system, or as a
seperate IP block enhancing existing HDR sensors.


